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How public engagement helps to maximise the flow of 

knowledge and learning between HEIs and society 

 
Universities – through their staff, students and facilities – possess huge potential to catalyse learning 
and innovation in wider society.  Strategic investment in public engagement helps to maximise this 
potential by focusing attention and support on the multiple, often informal, ways in which 
universities enrich the lives of the wider public.  
 

 

Evidence:  

1. ‘Universities: engaging with local communities’, (UUK 2010) 

This report, produced by UUK to capture the community impacts of universities, provides a useful 
summary: 
 
‘Cultural and social facilities: Universities enrich their local communities through a variety of 
activities and facilities. For example, many universities showcase exhibitions, often free of charge, 
housing important artefacts and  collections. These attract around five million visitors a year. The 
exhibitions, along with public lectures, and music and drama performances, are often a welcome 
first introduction to a university campus for local residents. University art galleries, botanic gardens, 
libraries, theatres, concert halls, film showings and many other activities help to provide a colourful 
and lively environment for local residents. These facilities are regularly available for the wider public, 
and many shows and performances by student groups are also often free of charge and available for 
all. 
 
Lifelong learning: Making knowledge and education accessible to people living and working in the 
local region is a key activity for universities through evening classes, continuing education 
programmes, part-time study and public lectures. Over 16,000 academic staff days are dedicated to 
free public lectures each  year for over 750,000 attendees. The events allow the public to hear and 
question some of the most distinguished scholars in the world.’ 
 

2. ‘Evidence Counts. Understanding the value of public dialogue’, (Sciencewise-ERC/BIS 2010) 

This summary of public engagement projects found evidence of benefits for public participants 
which included: 

 ‘Influence. Participants are pleased to have an opportunity to have their say, be listened to 
and taken notice of.  

 Learning. Participants learn about the topic being discussed, and about how to participate. 
They report new interest in the topic, new knowledge, and new skills and confidence in 

http://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/Publications/Documents/EngagingLocalCommunities.pdf
http://www.sciencewise-erc.org.uk/cms/assets/Uploads/Strategic-Research-documents/Evidence-CountsSummary-report.pdf
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using information, articulating their own views, listening to others and reporting back on 
behalf of their working groups. They report learning as much from hearing each other’s 
views, and from the debate, as from hearing new information.  

 Social interaction. Participants enjoy discussing important issues with people they would not  
normally meet in their everyday lives. The diversity is important to them, as is the mutual 
respect and listening that develops in dialogue.  

 Greater trust in public policy-making. Participants often enter dialogue events being 
sceptical about Government and other public bodies. Good dialogue builds trust in the 
sponsoring body, if participants feel they have been listened to and treated with respect. 
Participants then report being more willing to take part in future and feeling strongly that 
the public has an important role in public policy.  

 Personal satisfaction. Participants report that they simply enjoy taking part, for all the 
reasons outlined above. They also report feeling proud that they have taken part in a 
nationally important debate, that their contribution has been valued, and they see taking 
part as a responsibility but also a pleasure: all important factors in building active 
citizenship’. 

 

Studies by Mortensen et al. 20091, and by Wynne 19992, also show how it is possible to enhance 
knowledge (i.e. mutual learning) by sharing different types of knowledge (i.e. disciplinary, lay and 
expert). 

 

Other quotes and testimony:  

 
University partners bring passion, intensity, excitement and enthusiasm [ ]. That in itself could be 
enough to make a community university partnership valued and valuable to the people it engages 
with.  You also bring clarity of purpose [ ] and your are very clever at analysing , understanding and 
describing what you see.  You bring us vocabulary and systems for looking at things that enhances 
our understanding and thus the quality and outcomes or our actions within partnerships and also 
outside of them’, Leela Bakshi, activist researcher with the community-university partnership 
project at Brighton Univerisity, quoted in ‘Academic Experiences: working in community university 
partnerships’, CUPP 2010 
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